
How to spend the weekend 

Your friend Stephen/Kate from New Orleans is staying in Oberhausen and you are discussing 

how you might want to spend the weekend. You and your friend have already found out about 

different options. So now you are discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the 

different things you might want to do. Write the dialogue and use discussion phrases! 

It’s December and here are the options: 

Tiger Jump - 
trampoline park with 

more than 100 
trampolines 

 
 
 
 
 

Price:  
students: 12 €  
Equipment:  
sportswear and trampoline socks (you can 
book them if you do not have trampoline 
socks)  

Sea Life – 
Germany’s 

biggest shark 
nursery 

 
 

Price:  
students: 16 €  
Equipment:  
a camera if you want to take pictures 
 

Boulderbar 
Oberhausen - 
climbing park 

 
 

 

Price: 
students: 12 €, but: 
One hour for free on Saturday if you only 
want to test it. 
Equipment:  
sportswear  

Tree2Tree-climbing park 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Price: 
students: 22 € 
Location: near Centro 
Equipment: Nothing - you won’t need it up 
in the trees  



Gasometer: Das 
zerbrechliche 

Paradis 
 

Price : 
Students: 12 € 
Location: near Centro 
Equipment:  
a camera if you want to take pictures 
 

Westfield 
Centro 

 

No entry 
Many shopping opportunities and 
restaurants 
Equipment:  
Money if you want to buy something and a 
camera if you want to take pictures  

Your choice! 
Of course you can also consider places you 

can go to for free!!! 
(Kaisergarten; skateboarding park etc.) 

 
… 

 
 

 

Criteria for a good text 

   Structure:                                                                               

- introduction 

- conversation about the problem and discussion: 

 discuss the different options in detail 

 Find convincing arguments for and against the different 

suggestions 

- solution 

Dialogue: 

- You take turns.  

- the conversation shifts between the two of you:  

at least 5 times! 

   You use thematic vocabulary. 

- Use discussion phrases in a way that makes sense and 

improves the discussion! 
 

 

 



Feedback for _________________________________________ 

  

-- 
not good at all 

 

 

- 
not good 

 

+ 

quite good 

 

++ 

very good 

Do they have an 
introduction? 

 

    

Do they discuss their 
different options/ 
suggestions in detail? 

    

Do they have good 
arguments for and 
against the different 
suggestions? 

 
 

   

Do they find a 
solution? 
 

    

Do they use 
discussion phrases in 
a way that improves 
the discussion? 

    

 


